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Abstract

This paper presents an algorithm for clock synchronization in an Ethernet�based dis�

tributed computer system using N�� broadcast messages� whereN is the number of the

nodes that participate in the clock synchronization process� In the proposed algorithm a

synchronization round consists of two pointing messages and N interval messages� Two

pointing messages broadcasted by the leader node are used by all nodes to record their

arrival times� while interval messages by all nodes contain the time interval between

the two pointing messages measured at each node� These intervals are then used to

correct local clocks� This algorithm is shown to converge into the bounded clock value

and tolerate arbitrary delays of messages�

� Introduction

A distributed real�time system consists of a set of nodes that communicate with each other

via real�time message passing over a local area network�LAN�� Each node is an autonomous com�

puter performing a speci�ed function and has a local real�time clock whose rate may not be the

	



same as those in other nodes� In order to determine the time of an event� the duration between

two events� and the ordering between events occurring at di
erent nodes in distributed systems� it

is necessary to provide applications with a common time reference of speci�ed accuracy� Namely�

the maximum di
erence between any two non�faulty clocks in the same network cluster should be

less than a predetermined value� Thus� to periodically resynchronize the clocks in the systems is

required� In this process� clock failure in a single node or in some nodes must not disable the clock

synchronization process�

Many algorithms have been developed to synchronize clocks� They were built on diverse networks

with speci�c characteristics� that is� for instance� point�to�point network and random delay net�

work� In this paper we address the clock synchronization problem found on an Ethernet�based

network� The Ethernet protocol� which has been adopted as one of the standards in local area net�

works� incorporates the CSMA�CD techniques�	� However� although Ethernet implementations are

widespread and simple� it does not guarantee real�time communications since transmission delays

are not bounded� The delays depend on the amount of communication and computation occurring

concurrently in the system� collisions may cause messages to be retransmitted many times� and

waiting time for carrier sense can be severely long� Our clock synchronization algorithm is based

on the broadcast facility and it provides the mechanism that is tolerant of arbitrary delays� By

synchronized clocks these unpredictable communication elements in Ethernet can be eliminated�

In short� the objective of this paper is to present a clock synchronization algorithm in order to

support real�time communication using Ethernet�

This paper is organized as follows� We begin by introducing related works in Section �� A

real�time clock synchronization algorithm and its properties are given in Section �� In Section ��

algorithm analysis is performed� Finally� the results are discussed in Section ��

� Related Works

A number of algorithms have been proposed for clock synchronization in distributed real�time

computer systems� Some of them are shown in Table 	 where their network characteristics� number

of messages� and use of broadcasting facility are compared�

Srikanth and Toueg�� have developed an algorithm in which synchronization takes place in

rounds� and the rounds start at multiples of a speci�ed interval� Their algorithm is based on a
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reliable� error�free� and fully connected point�to�point message system� Each process broadcasts

resynchronization message and� after receiving pre�xed number of resynchronization messages�

accepts the resynchronization and resets its time to the correct multiple of the interval plus a

constant conveniently chosen to avoid setting the time backward� This algorithm achieves optimal

accuracy� in the sense that the accuracy of a clock is as good as that speci�ed for the underlying

hardware clock�

TEMPO������ is a typical clock system with central control� which consists of a master and

several slave nodes� A master time daemon periodically measures the time di
erence between the

clock of the machine on which it is running and those of all other machines� The master computes

the network time as the average of times provided by non�faulty clocks� Then it transmits the

correction term to each slave node�

Arvind proposed a probabilistic algorithm�� that involves the transmission of multiple syn�

chronization messages and works by averaging the random variations in the end�to�end delays of

the synchronization messages� This algorithm can be applied to Ethernet�based distributed com�

puter systems� but needs many messages� Cristian�s work�� is another example of probabilistic

algorithm�

Kopetz analyzed the clock synchronization in a loosely coupled distributed system��� derived

an upper bound on the synchronization accuracy and presented a VLSI clock synchronization of a

fault�tolerant global time base�

Verissimo built clock synchronization mechanism�� on xAMp�	�� a reliable broadcast proto�

col� In this scheme� every node broadcasts a time�marker packet at each prede�ned time� For each

round� the node which broadcasts the fp�th packet collects replies which contain packet arrival time

from other nodes and decides the adjustment value� fp is tolerable number of faults�

In the distributed systems� the clock synchronization should be realized by the exchange of

messages� so the synchronization algorithm should be able to adapt to the target network environ�

ment� In Ethernet� messages may be partially lost�a broadcast message may be received by some

nodes while not by others�� interfere one another�collide and are retransmitted� so the transmission

time may be prolonged�� and the message transmission time is not bounded� Thus it is desir�

able for clock synchronization algorithm on Ethernet to cope with arbitrary transmission delay� to

have small number of messages� and enhance the possibility of succeeding in synchronization� let
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Table 	� Comparison of clock synchronization algorithms
�� �� �� ��

broadcast used not used may be used used

network point�point network any type random delay bounded max delay

no� of mess � node � �node node� rep node

Note� rep denotes the number of replication number of message

alone provide the precision of synchronization� Srikanth�s work is not suitable for Ethernet as it

is based on fully connected point�to�point network� TEMPO seems adaptable to Ethernet� how�

ever� it needs � �N messages� and the arbitrary transmission delay induces correction error when

master daemon reads clocks of other machines� The authors calculated error bound of TEMPO by

assuming bounded maximum delay� Arvind�s work also can be applied to Ethernet with reduced

correction error� but needs many messages and mainly focuses on reading clock of other node�not

global synchronization�� As an example of distributed algorithm� Kopetz�s work needs only N�the

number of nodes� messages� however� it requires the bounded transmission time for all messages

as it uses the local clock value as timing data at each synchronization point like TEMPO� As for

Verissimo�s posteriori agreement� while the idea of using time�marker packet is similar to ours� it

requires reliable broadcast protocol where all messages can be broadcasted reliably and the order

of messages should be preserved� In contrast� the algorithm we will propose in this paper can cope

with arbitrary transmission delay as it uses time interval between message arrival times as timing

data� needs �N ��� messages as it uses broadcast facility of Ethernet� and enhances the possibility

of succeeding in synchronizing clocks as it can tolerate up to �N��� 	� partial loss of message�

� Ethernet�Based Clock Synchronization

��� Assumptions

Our algorithm for Ethernet�based clock synchronization is developed on the basis of the

following assumptions�

A� When the leader node broadcasts a message� all receiving nodes experience the same amount

of delay due to message collisions and waiting time to sense carrier� Any di
erence in the

delay is caused only by propagation delay from the leader node to individual receiving nodes�

As the type of network is restricted to single�segment Ethernet� there is no variable delay due
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to repeater� bridge� or gateway�

A� At each receiving node� the time required to check a message and to record the arrival time of

message� i�e�� system overhead� is bounded� Though system overhead cannot be disregarded�

it is usually small and may be reduced�

A� There is su�cient number of messages for synchronization�

A� The hardware clocks are ��bounded� where � is the maximum drift rate of a local hardware

clock�

A� The clocks do not go backward� After correction term is calculated� each node spreads the

correction term over the next synchronization period and apply it continuously�

In addition� when the leader fails� an election algorithm that elects a new leader should be

provided� It is assumed� however� that elections do not occur� as we are mainly concerned with

clock synchronization�

��� De�nition and Formulation

Of previous studies including those described in the preceding section� some use broadcasting

facilities for the nodes to announce their times� Others use polling mechanism in which messages

are interchanged by the initiative of a master� However� these schemes fail to completely exclude

the uncertainty of transmission delay� In the case of Ethernet� this unbounded transmission delay

is the most critical disadvantage for distributed real�time communication�

Taking advantage of the broadcasting capabilities of Ethernet� our algorithm is made indepen�

dent of the message transmission delays and is able to keep clock deviation relatively small at a

synchronization point of time� A synchronization round is composed of �	� two pointing messages

and ��� N interval messages� where N is the number of nodes in the network� Pointing messages

are messages broadcasted by the leader node� These messages are used by all nodes only to record

the arrival time� The pointing messages can contain round speci�cations thus eliminating the in�

tervention caused by the messages of other rounds� Interval messages are broadcasted by all nodes�

and contain the time interval between the two pointing messages measured at each node� These

intervals are then used to correct local clocks�
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Figure 	� Formulation of Ethernet�based clock synchronization

A round has three phases� �	� pointing phase� ��� broadcasting phase� and ��� correction phase�

In pointing phase the leader broadcasts two pointing messages with a relatively long interval� Each

node records the local clock values at the arrival of �rst and second pointing messages and measures

the time interval using its own clock� The measured intervals� as expected� are di
erent from node

to node as a result of di
erent clock drift rate of nodes� In the broadcasting phase� each node informs

other nodes of its own measured interval via broadcasting interval message� In the third phase�

i�e�� correction phase� on receiving the measured values of other nodes� each node will calculate the

new time� Figure 	 shows the basic idea of this procedure�

In Figure 	� Di denotes the time interval between the arrivals of two pointing messages from

the leader observed at node i� The �lled area indicates arbitrary transmission time� The interval

between arrival times of two pointing messages measured at each node should be the same if all

clocks proceed at an identical rate regardless of collisions and retransmissions� That is� when

measured at each node� the time intervals between two pointing messages� Di�s� are all the same

in actual or absolute time� however� they are di
erent in local time on account of the di
erent

rate of each node�s physical clock� The interval values of each node are known to all nodes via
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broadcasting interval messages� As a result� the mean value D or the agreed value by all nodes

in this round can be calculated� The time value of each node before a synchronization round is

more or less di
erent� though it is bounded� Thus the reference value Ri� the time value when

the �rst pointing message arrives at a node� is sent with Di to the other nodes� The initial value

of Di and Ri is null at the start time of synchronization round� Finally each node calculates

Cnew using those data� In calculating Cnew � we choose to average timing data�Di�s and Ri�s� like

TEMPO and Kopetz�s work� as it can produce better result on message loss� Figure � describes this

algorithm in detail� The use of time marker packet�i�e�� pointing messages� is similar to posteriori

agreement ��� but it is e�cient for reliable broadcast protocol like xAMp� In the CSMA�CD�based

network where transmission delay is not bounded� any algorithm cannot always synchronize clocks

within a tolerable time� Thus it is desirable to enhance the possibility of tolerating the unbounded

transmission delay� Posteriori agreement uses time marker packet� but it can proceed only after

broadcast succeeds� The time marking phase may be prolonged to an intolerable time on Ethernet�

In contrast� our algorithm can proceed without con�rmation that all nodes receive the pointing

messages� enhancing the possibility of synchronizing the clocks�

The proposed algorithm can e�ciently�with small number of messages� synchronize clocks in

Ethernet environment where the transmission delay is arbitrary and the broadcast message can

be lost partially� It can cope with the arbitrary delay of message transmission as it is based on

the interval between pointing messages as described above rather than uses local clock values and

estimates transmission times or delays� This is due to the fact that the interval of message arrivals

builds a time reference for the absolute time in spite of the variable transmission delay� As for fault

tolerance� if a node fails� other nodes are not a
ected� they only detect the failure and ignore the

failed node thereafter� Hence� the protocol has the fault tolerance capability� While broadcast facil�

ity can reduce the number of messages in the synchronization process� a broadcasted message may

be partially lost� namely� some nodes receive while others do not�due to some reasons like sudden

bu
er full on a node�� While complete loss of a message can be detected by the broadcaster� and

retransmitted� partial receipt of message can hardly be detected without acknowledgement mes�

sage� Our protocol can tolerate the partial receipt of message� as long as valid data exceeds N
� � thus

enhances the possibility of synchronizing clocks� In addition� it is desirable for the synchronization

process to reduce the number of messages to prevent a message from intervening other messages�

As we use broadcast facility� the algorithm needs only �N � �� messages�much smaller than the
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above�mentioned algorithms�� After all� as the proposed algorithm can cope with various problems

in synchronizing clocks especially on Ethernet� it is suitable to Ethernet�
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function clock sync at leader��
begin

pointing phase of leader�Rmine� Dmine�
broadcasting phase�Rmine� Dmine� fDig�fRig�
correction phase�Rmine� Dmine� fDig�fRig�

end

function clock sync��
begin

pointing phase�Rmine� Dmine�
broadcasting phase�Rmine� Dmine� fDig�fRig�
correction phase �Rmine� Dmine� fDig�fRig�

end

function pointing phase of leader�Rmine� Dmine�
begin

Dmine � NULL
Rmine � NULL
broadcast the �rst pointing message at t�
receive the �rst pointing message and record the time t� and Rmine

sleep for the prede�ned interval
broadcast the second pointing message at t�
receive the second pointing message and record the time t�
Dmine �� t� � t�

end

function pointing phase�Rmine� Dmine�
begin

Dmine � NULL
Rmine � NULL
receive message
if �the �rst pointing message�

record arrival time t� and Rmine
receive message
if �the second pointing message�

record arrival time t�
Dmine �� t� � t�
return

return �� illegal sequence of message ��
end

function broadcasting phase �Rmine� Dmine� fDig�fRig�
begin

broadcast message �Rmine� Dmine�
within Ttime out

loop

receive interval messages from other nodes and construct vector fRig� fDig
if all messages are received
break

endloop

end within

return �� transition by timeout ��
end
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function correction phase �Rmine� Dmine� fDig�fRig� R� D�
begin

valid � remove faulty clock � calculate R D�fRig� fDig� R� D�
if �valid � N

� �
if �Rmine �� NULL� Rmine � R
t �� current value of hardware clock
if �Dmine �� NULL�

Cnew �� R�D � �t � t��
else

Cnew �� R� �t� Rmine��
D

Dmine

set time with calculated value
else �� insu�cient data ��

do not update
return

end

function remove faulty clock � R D�fRig� fDig� R� D�
begin

for all �fRig� fDig�
remove Di whose value is NULL
remove �Ri� Di� when Di is out of bound from D
endfor

calculate R by averaging valid Ri�s
calculate D by averaging valid Di�s

return �the number of valid Di�s�
end

Figure �� An algorithm for clock synchronization

��� Algorithm Description

Figure � describes the algorithm for our procedure and Figure � represents the state diagram

of clock synchronization protocol� Generally� in the pointing phase� the leader node sends two

pointing messages and other nodes measure the interval between two arrivals of the messages�

In Ethernet� a packet may be lost due to transmission error or dropped at a heavy load� The

leader also receives its pointing messages� so if the message is discarded by communication system�

it rebroadcasts� Only the nodes that received both pointing messages can measure the interval�

while others cannot� Now broadcasting phase begins� In the broadcasting phase� interval messages

are exchanged among the nodes via broadcasts� The node which misses any pointing message

should be made to broadcast null Ri and Di after receiving the second pointing message� or an

interval message for the �rst time from any other node� The broadcasting phase terminates when

all interval messages are collected or timeout expires� Timeout prevents the overall process from

being prolonged severely long� It is desirable that the broadcasting phase be as short as possible
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because the clock deviation for this duration cannot be corrected precisely� Should the ratio to the

duration of pointing phase be small� then the e
ect of imprecise correction for this phase will not

be severe at all�

In the last phase� i�e�� the correction phase� each node computes a new time with the collected

data using the algorithm shown in Figure �� Each node can drive two vectors� one for Ri�s and the

other for Di�s� �
BBBBBBBBBBB�

R�

R�

R�

���

Rn

�
CCCCCCCCCCCA

�
BBBBBBBBBBB�

D�

D�

D�

���

Dn

�
CCCCCCCCCCCA

Note that Rk and Dk � � when message from node k contains null data� is lost� or message delay

had been so long that it didn�t arrive within timeout� Each collected data should be examined

to verify that it is valid� At node i� for instance� a clock would verify the validity of the interval

message from node k by using

�	� ��Di � Dk � �	 � ��Di

where � is the maximum drift rate of a local hardware clock�A��� so �Di is the clock deviation

during interval Di� Thus� each node extracts the elements which satisfy the above inequality from

the vectors and from these calculates new time�

Figure � shows a state diagram of our algorithm� State � and 	 correspond to pointing phase�

State � and � correspond to broadcasting phase� and state ������ and � correspond to correction

phase� State � is the starting point of a synchronization round� Receving the �rst pointing message�

a node�say i� waits for the second pointing message in state 	� After receiving the second pointing

message at state 	� i broadcasts its interval message� goes to state �� and waits for interval messages

from other nodes� In case a node misses the �rst pointing message in state �� or the second pointing

message in state 	� the state of node changes to � �by an unexpected message�� In state �� the node

i cannot calculate Di and should broadcast its interval message with null Di� It then waits for

interval messages from other nodes in state �� i changes its state to ����� and � �correction phase

states� when it collects all interval messages or timeout expires� A node reaches state � when all
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Figure �� State diagram of clock synchronization protocol

the messages are received� and it can calculate Cnew with Dmine� D�Rmine� and R� When a node

receives two pointing messages� but misses any interval message� it changes to state � by timeout�

In this state� it calculates Cnew with Dmine� D�Rmine� and R� however� D and R may be di
erent

from other nodes� A node goes to state � when it misses at least one pointing message and any

interval message� If a node has experienced the transition along the path �� 	 � �� �� namely�

it has received the �rst pointing message� its Rmine is valid� Otherwise� Rmine is set to R� In this

case Dmine has not been measured so Cnew is calculated as R � D � �t � t��� When a pointing

message is missed but all interval messages have been received� a node reaches state �� Cnew is

calculated as in state �� but D and R have less error� In correction phase� if there is less than N
�

valid messages� the synchronization algorithm cannot guarantee calculating the new time within a

bounded value� As we have assumed that required number of messages for synchronization is the

same as that of other algorithms in A�� the node should ignore the synchronization of this round�

namely� does not update its clock� and goes to the next round�
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��� Main Properties

� Convergence

As shown in Theorem � and �� if above N
� interval messages contain valid data and are received by

all nodes� the clocks do not diverge and synchronize to a common value with bounded error�

� Tolerance for the arbitrary delay of messages

As the pointing messages play a role of only marking the arrival time of the packet� arbitrary

transmission time of the packet does not matter at all� Furthermore� the arbitrary delay of interval

messages can be tolerated as long as it is not too long� i�e�� in timeout period�

� Startup

When a network is set up� the leader will notify the other nodes of its time value� When a node is

added to or detached from the network� it should notify all the other nodes� and other nodes must

update the number of needed messages to synchronize�

� External synchronization

The term of external clock deviation is calculated in Lemma �� When the deviation goes too far� it

can be corrected in the initiative of leader node� The leader node can contact with external clocks�

which are leaders of other network or external time providers� Thus the leader knows how fast or

slow the time of its network goes� If we make the pointing messages include this di
erence with

external clocks� local clocks can use the information to correct that term in their synchronization

rounds�

� Analysis of the Algorithm

In this section we provide a detailed analysis of our algorithm and establish its properties�

Local Time tl is de�ned to be the time of the local clock in a node and Real Time tr is the universal

time�

As mentioned in Section ���� the leader node broadcasts two pointing messages� One is sent

at the beginning of the synchronization round and the other is sent at the end of it� By tlP
�
i and

tlP
�
i � we refer to the arrival time value of the �rst and the second pointing message� respectively�

measured by local clock of node i� trP
�
i and trP

�
i are regarded as the real time value of the arrivals

of these pointing messages�
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Figure �� The timing diagram of a synchronization round

Lemma � �pointing error� Let trDi � trP
�
i � trP

�
i and trD � �

N

PN
i�� trDi� where N is the

number of nodes� Then node i can measure time interval with a bounded error�

Proof trDi and trDj can be measured with a bounded and small error that is the maximum

intranode variation of system overhead� �� This is shown in Figure ��

Speci�cally�

trP
�
i � �w� � di � ��i � � trP

�
j � �w� � dj � ��j � �	�

trP
�
i � �w� � di � ��i � � trP

�
j � �w� � dj � ��j � ���

By subtracting ��� from �	��

trP
�
i � trP

�
i � ���i � ��i � � trP

�
j � trP

�
j � ���j � ��j �

trDi � trDj � �trP
�
i � trP

�
i �� �trP

�
j � trP

�
j �

� ���i � ��i �� ���j � ��j �
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Let ��max be max���i � ��i � for all i� then

jtrDi � trDj j � ���max for i �� j and

jtrDi � trDj � ��max for all i

Here ��max is very small and can be approximated to about zero by assumption A� where

there is minimal variance in the time of reading of messages from the network when our algorithm

is implemented in kernel� Thus each node can measure its clock deviation of the synchronization

round with small and bounded error� �

Lemma � �closeness to real time� Let tlDi � tlP
�
i � tlP

�
i and tlD � �

N

PN
i�� tlDi� Then tlD

approximates to trD for some large N �

Proof Let tlP
�
i � trP

�
i � ��i and tlP

�
i � trP

�
i � ��i � where �ki is the di
erence between the

local clock at node i and the real time when the k�th pointing message arrives�

tlDi � tlP
�
i � tlP

�
i

� �trP
�
i � trP

�
i � � ���i � ��i �

� trDi � ���i � ��i �

tlD � �
N

PN
i�� tlDi

� trD � �
N

PN
i����

�
i � ��i �

���

In ���� j��i � ��i j is bounded to �T � where T is the time interval of a synchronization round and � is

the maximum clock drift rate� Thus theoretically jtlD � trDj � �T follows�

But in reality �
N

PN
i����

�
i � ��i � converges to zero for some large N because some of ���i � ��i � are

positive and others are negative� Lemma follows� �

Lemma � �calculating error� The di�erence in the time value Ci calculated at each node is bounded�

Speci�cally for i �� j

jCi � Cj j � �Cmax� where �Cmax �
���T �D�

	� ��
��T

	 � �

	� �
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Proof When each node calculates R � D
Di
Ti� the maximum internode di
erence occurs between

two nodes� where one goes fastest in pointing phase but slowest in broadcasting phase� and the

other goes reversely�

The �rst clock computes as follows

D

D�	 � ��
fD � �	 � �� � �T �D� � �	� ��g ���

and the other computes as follows

D

D�	� ��
fD � �	� �� � �T �D� � �	 � ��g ���

Subtracting ��� by ���� we can get the maximum di
erence between nodes� namely

�T �D�
��

	� ��

Furthermore� in case the farthest node from the leader goes fastest in the broadcasting phase� ���

is rewritten as
D

D�	� ��
fD � �	� �� � �T � �T �D� � �	 � ��g ���

where �T is the maximum di
erence in the propagation delay from the leader node� Subtracting

��� by ���� we can get the maximum di
erence between nodes� namely

�T �D�
��

	� ��
� �T

	� �

	 � �

�

Theorem � �the e�ect of message loss� Clock deviation function does not diverge if there are above

N
� good interval messages�

Proof If there are k messages lost� a node computes with �N � k� good messages� namely�

	

N � k

�
N�kX
i��

Ri �
N�kX
i��

Di

�

At worst case� an interval message is received by one node and not received by another node� Let

	�



f be the node whose message is lost at node i� Then the reference time and the measured interval

at node f are lost in this round� So node i should compute without information on node f � Let

F �i� be the error term of round i� � be the sum of maximum clock drift in a round and pointing

error �namely� � � ��T � �max�� and R� be the sum of good R�s excluding Rf �

The di
erence between computing with and without Rf is

R��Rf
N�k�� �

R�

N�k
� R��R�F �i���

N�k�� � R�

N�k

� R��F �i���
N�k

� R�

N�k

� F �i���
N�k

���

So a loss of Rf have an e
ect of at most
F �i���
N�k

� As is the case for loss of Di� let D
� be the sum of

good D�s excluding Df �
D��Df

N�k�� �
D�

N�k
� D��D��

N�k�� � D�

N�k

� D���
N�k

� D�

N�k

� �
N�k

��Mloss�

���

By summation of ��� and ���� we get

F �i� �
k

N � k
F �i� 	� �

k

N � k
�

In recurrence formula ��� the common ratio is k
N�k

and for this process to converge�

k �
N

�
�

Theorem � The maximum deviation between two di�erent clocks at synchronization point is

bounded� That is� for nodes i and j

jtlCi � tlCjj � �max� where �max � �Cmax � U��Mloss

U is MAX�� ���max� timeout�
X

di�

Proof Each node updates its clock to the Cnew at synchronization point� So the deviation between

the clock of node i and that of j is due to the di
erence in Cnew and the di
erence in time when

	�



w

node

node j

i

di

dj

εi

∆ ij

εj

n-th message

�ij � j�di � dj� � ��i � �j�j � jdi � dj j� j�i � �j j � �dmax ���max

Figure �� Arrival of n�th interval message

the clock is updated to the Cnew as shown in Figure �� U is the di
erence of updating time� and

caused by the arrival time of n�th interval message and timeout� �dmax is the maximum di
erence

in time of the pure transmission delay through transmission media from leader to node� Thus it

is at most di
erentiated by the end�to�end propagation delay� � � ��max is de�ned in Lemma 	�

and Mloss in Theorem �� �Cij is the di
erence between Ci and Cj and this is bounded to �Cmax�

calculating error�

jtlCi � tlCj j � �Cij ��ij��Mloss � �Cmax � U��Mloss �

Corollary � �the e�ect of pointing message loss� When a node misses a pointing message� the

clock deviation increases by �T �

Proof If a node does not receive one or two�all� pointing messages� the node should compute the

new time without this lost Di and Ri� that is� R�DT � Though Di is not re�ected in correction�

the term averaged R corrects the error in the previous round� so the clock deviation cannot diverge�

The added error term is �T � the clock drift in T period� This error term �T is added only once

even though a pointing message has continuously missed� �

As stated in Section ���� our algorithm is more adaptable in the Ethernet environment� In this

	�



subsection� we analyze the synchronization possibilities of our algorithm� Additional parameters

are de�ned as follows�

t� the possibility that a broadcasting packet arrives at each node within the predetermined

bounded time�

b� the possibility that a node receives the arriving packet�

B� the possibility that a broadcasting packet is received by all nodes

Theorem � The possibility of synchronizing clocks within a bounded time using our algorithm�

O� is
NX

i�N
�

t� NCi b
�i �	� b��

N�i
�

iX
j�N

�

NCi B
j �	�B�i�j�� where B � tbN

Proof Our algorithm can synchronize clocks when N
� or more interval messages contain valid data�

The possibility that exactly i nodes receive two pointing messages� Oi� is

Oi � t� NCi b
�i �	� b��

N�i

Among i nodes� N
� or more node should succeed in broadcasting interval messages�

Oj �
iX

j�N
�

iCj b
j�	� b�i�j

So the possibility of synchronizing clocks with our algorithm is as follows�

O � t� NCi b
�i �	� b��

N�i
�

iX
j�N

�

iCj b
j�	� b�i�j�

�

	�



� Conclusion

We have described a clock synchronization algorithm we can use in Ethernet�based networks�

Here we mainly focused on the synchronization on arbitrary delay networks� By using intervals of

two messages� each of which may experience arbitrary delays� our algorithm is made independent

of message transmission delays� Furthermore since an Ethernet broadcasting facility is used� the

algorithm requires relatively small number of messages� and the number of messages to be exchanged

increases linearly with the addition of new machines� This synchronization process thus will not

jeopardize the overall performance of the system� Upper bounds on the accuracy of algorithm

have been derived� from the pointing error� transmission delay� the number of tolerated faults� and

the duration of the synchronization interval� We also showed that clocks will not diverge above a

certain bounded value� even in case of pointing message loss� Synchronized clocks can eliminate

packet collisions and waiting time to sense the carrier in an Ethernet�based system� by making a

node transmit a message only in the prede�ned time as in TDMA�implemented Ethernet �		� 	��

As transmission time then becomes predictable� real�time communication can be implemented on

Ethernet�

��
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